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Box 3: Quotes from the consultation observation relating to preferences and values  

Motivation for 
treatment  
 

“the gap just bothers me a little bit” [CC02, patient] 
 
 “..like the bottom ones... like make them a bit bigger and the 
gaps kind of smaller..” [Patient1] 
 
“I’d like to get my teeth sorted out” [Patient2]  

Importance of 
preferences 

“Because the way we’re going to decide what to do is how you 
feel about the options... that depends on how you feel about the 
spaces which is kind of over to you” [CC03, Orthodontist] 
 
“We really need your opinion” [CC03, Restorative Dentist] 

Parent 
preference 

“When we were given options last time as I explained I would 
rather close the space than put in a false one.... Because err I 
think that the false one will come out over time.... So I thought 
maybe just close the gap is the best” [CC02, Parent] 

 


